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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. The Association of Accounting Technicians (AAT) is pleased to have the opportunity to respond 
to this consultation, published on 9 September 2019. 

 
1.2. AAT is submitting this response on behalf of its 140,000 members but especially its 1,800 

members in Scotland and its 100 AAT licensed accountants in Scotland. 
 

1.3. AAT’s licensed accountants in Scotland provide tax and accountancy services to approximately 
10,000 small and micro Scottish businesses including property rental and tourist industry entities.   

 
1.4. AAT welcomes the Scottish Government consultation on this issue and believes it is important to 

note the general direction of travel in relation to tourist taxes across the world. 
 

1.5. Although Annex B of the consultation document refers to the imposition of tourist taxes in some 
other European countries. The Scottish Government may wish to consider examining the 
experiences of other countries outside Europe. 

 
1.6. For example, later this year New Zealand will introduce a tourist tax of NZ$35 (£18.25) for all 

foreign visitors (except Australians). 
 

1.7. Asia has seen an explosion of tourist taxes in recent times too. Since January 2019 Japan has 
been imposing a so-called “sayonara tax” of 1,000 yen (approximately £7.50) on all visitors 
leaving Japan by air or sea. 

 
1.8. In May 2019 the Thai Government published a new wide-ranging tourist law including provisions 

for the introduction of a tourist tax within the next 12 months.  
 

1.9. Although the changes are not all one way. The Vietnam National Administration of Tourism has 
long campaigned for a tourist tax on foreign individuals on a per person per night basis but in 
2017 the Vietnamese Government stated there were no “legal grounds to impose such a 
surcharge on foreigners.”1 

 
1.10. Finally, it is also worth noting the experience in Bhutan, which has the world’s highest tourist tax - 

$200-250 per person per day depending on the season. 
 

2. Executive Summary 
 
2.1. AAT agrees that an overnight stay in commercially let accommodation appears to be an 

appropriate basis for applying a tourist tax on visitors.  
This is standard practice in many other countries. Imposition at airports and the like would not be as 
successful or as accurate in being applied only to those who are genuine tourists. 
 

2.2. Of the four proposed options as to how to best implement this tax, AAT believes that 
implementing as a percentage of the accommodation cost would appear to have the most 
merit.  
This avoids the complexity and administrative burden associated with other options whilst having 
several other benefits such as automatically reflecting any seasonal adjustments to accommodation 
pricing. 

 
2.3. AAT recommends that a Scottish Tourism Tax of 2.5% of the overall accommodation cost 

would be reasonable. This would mean a tax of £2.60 on average for one night in a hotel room in 
Edinburgh or £1.35 a night on average for a hotel room in Aberdeen.  

 
2.4. AAT opposes any plans to impose a tourism tax on day visitors.  

This is because of the destructive impact this has had on the tourism industry in several other 
countries and because of the complexity and administrative burden that this would require. 

 

                                                      
1 VNE Express International, 20 June 2017: 
https://e.vnexpress.net/news/travel/places/vietnamese-lawmakers-back-new-tourism-fund-reject-controversial-hotel-surcharge-
3602033.html  

  

https://e.vnexpress.net/news/travel/places/vietnamese-lawmakers-back-new-tourism-fund-reject-controversial-hotel-surcharge-3602033.html
https://e.vnexpress.net/news/travel/places/vietnamese-lawmakers-back-new-tourism-fund-reject-controversial-hotel-surcharge-3602033.html
https://e.vnexpress.net/news/travel/places/vietnamese-lawmakers-back-new-tourism-fund-reject-controversial-hotel-surcharge-3602033.html
https://e.vnexpress.net/news/travel/places/vietnamese-lawmakers-back-new-tourism-fund-reject-controversial-hotel-surcharge-3602033.html
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2.5. AAT recommends that the Scottish Government give serious consideration to exempting all 
Scottish residents from a Scottish Tourist Tax.  
This is explained in detail at 3.25 below. 

 
2.6. Accommodation providers should not be solely responsible for the collection and remittance 

of this tax.  
Instead, whoever receives the payment should be responsible for that tax payment and its remittance 
to the appropriate local authority, whether that is the accommodation provider, third party booking 
agent or online platform such as Airbnb. 

 
2.7. These tax payments should be made quarterly.  

Paying more frequently would be too administratively burdensome, paying annually runs the risk of 
the monies being used for cashflow purposes or spent elsewhere, leaving some with an 
unmanageable tax liability at the end of the year.  
 

2.8. The name ‘visitor levy’ is not appropriate. 
Instead, this should be called what it is, a “Scottish Tourism Tax”. Such a name aids transparency 
and understanding. Utilising the word “Tourism” also makes a clear link between the tax and its 
purpose, improving consumer acceptability, and given the debate about how these funds should be 
allocated, utilising the name “Tourism” in the title may additionally make it more difficult for politicians 
to appropriate receipts for non-tourism related activities.  

 
3. Response to Consultation 
 

Design 
 

3.1. AAT believes that the design of this Scottish Tourism Tax should be set out mostly at a national level 
with some local discretion. 
 
Basis 
 

3.2. An overnight stay in commercially let accommodation appears to be an appropriate basis for applying 
a Scottish Tourism Tax on visitors given this is standard practice in many other countries. Given the 
vast bulk of tourists to Scotland (11.8m per annum) are from the UK, primarily England, a “sayonara 
tax” for those leaving by sea or air as happens in island nations such as Japan, would not be 
appropriate.  
 
Other activities 

 
3.3. Imposing a Scottish Tourism Tax on day visitors is liable to discourage visits and would be very 

difficult to apply and enforce.  
 

3.4. Similarly imposing a Scottish Tourism Tax on cruise ship passengers who disembark for a day before 
re-joining the vessel is fraught with difficulties. Earlier this year, Amsterdam introduced a tourist tax of 
8 euros per person, specifically targeting cruise visitors. This has led to the two largest cruise liners 
(CMV and MSC) ceasing all visits, along with many smaller liners, thus negatively impacting the 
tourist industry.  

 
3.5. Whilst the application of this tax to camp sites as part of the overarching application to overnight 

accommodation is logical, wild or rough camping, including in motorhomes and camper vans would 
be very difficult to apply and enforce to the extent that the costs of application, collection and 
enforcement could prove disproportionate to the revenue generated. AAT considers that this would 
not be appropriate. 
 

3.6. AAT therefore recommends any such plans for additional taxable activities as outlined in the 
consultation paper not be pursued.  

 
Form  

 
3.7. The consultation paper sets out four options as to what form the tourist tax should take - a flat rate 

per person per night; flat rate per room per night; a percentage of total accommodation charge and a 
flat rate per night dependant on the quality of accommodation. 
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3.8. A fixed sum is simpler from both the hotel owners and tourist’s perspective and provides greater 
certainty. However, a percentage may be more progressive.  

 
3.9. AAT licensed members in Scotland were equally divided as to which of the four options should be 

utilised. 50% preferred a flat rate per person charge whilst the other 50% chose a percentage of the 
accommodation charge. 

 
3.10. On the grounds of simplicity and certainty, a flat rate per person would appear to be the most 

attractive proposition. However, AAT acknowledges that this would require a definitive knowledge of 
how many people are occupying the accommodation and that whilst collecting this information is 
common practice in many other countries, this is not the case in Scotland or indeed the rest of the 
UK.  

 
3.11. To avoid additional complexity and administrative burden, a percentage of the 

accommodation cost would appear to have the most merit.  
 

3.12. This proportionate approach is clearly fairer than a flat rate per person or per room method 
and similarly, as the consultation document notes, “…would allow a levy to automatically reflect any 
seasonal adjustments to accommodation pricing.”  

 
3.13. Another benefit of charging a percentage of overall accommodation is that the tax is 

effectively future proofed from the impact of inflation, unlike a fixed per person fee. Not only will this 
avoid inflationary effects, it will mean there is no need - or certainly much less need - for periodic 
reviews of the amount charged.  

 
The rate 

 
3.14. The rate of the Scottish Tourism Tax should be set out in a national framework rather than 

allowing individual local authorities to decide. This is because doing so will lead to confusion for 
visitors, as having differing rates adds unnecessary complexity and goes against the Scottish 
Government’s stated intention that its tax policy will provide certainty. Such variations also undermine 
consumer confidence in the tax because they may not always be confident that they are being 
charged the correct amount. 
 

3.15. Ensuring the Scottish Tourism Tax is set at an appropriate rate is imperative to success. 
Setting it to high is a recipe for disaster as evidenced in various other countries. For example, the 
three main hotel associations in the Balearics are currently campaigning for the tourist tax which was 
introduced in 2016 (and then doubled in 2018) to be scrapped due to the enormous fall in tourist 
numbers that this has prompted.   

 
3.16. Likewise, the hefty tax imposed on cruise liner visitors in Amsterdam (8 euros per day), 

detailed above at 3.4, illustrates that tourists and tour operators will not accept unjustifiable 
increases.  

 
3.17. The Scottish Government needs to ensure that the tax is successful enough to raise sufficient 

funds for investment in sustainable tourism but not so successful as to deter tourists as in the case of 
the Balearics and Amsterdam.  

 
3.18. The form that the rate takes is a considerable factor in determining the rate too. A flat rate per 

person fee is likely to have a more inhibiting effect on those on low incomes compared to a 
percentage of the overall accommodation cost as proposed by AAT at 3.11-3.13 above.  

 
3.19. Providing this option, a percentage of the overall accommodation cost, was adopted, then 

AAT would recommend a tax of 2.5%.  
 

3.20. According to PwC, in 2018 the average daily revenue (ADR) of a hotel room in Glasgow was 
£76.52; in Edinburgh it was £103.72 and in Aberdeen is £54.14.2  

 

                                                      
2 PwC Press Release, 26 February 2019: 
https://www.pwc.co.uk/who-we-are/regional-sites/scotland/press-releases/pwc-hotels-forecast-reveals-top-performing-cities-in-
Scotland.html 

https://www.pwc.co.uk/who-we-are/regional-sites/scotland/press-releases/pwc-hotels-forecast-reveals-top-performing-cities-in-Scotland.html
https://www.pwc.co.uk/who-we-are/regional-sites/scotland/press-releases/pwc-hotels-forecast-reveals-top-performing-cities-in-Scotland.html
https://www.pwc.co.uk/who-we-are/regional-sites/scotland/press-releases/pwc-hotels-forecast-reveals-top-performing-cities-in-Scotland.html
https://www.pwc.co.uk/who-we-are/regional-sites/scotland/press-releases/pwc-hotels-forecast-reveals-top-performing-cities-in-Scotland.html
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3.21. So, applying a 2.5% “Scottish Tourism Tax” would mean an extra £1.35 per night on average 
for a room in Aberdeen, £1.90 on average for a room in Glasgow or an extra £2.60 on average in 
Edinburgh. 
 
Exemptions 

 
3.22. AAT agrees with the sensible exemptions listed by the Scottish Government including 

refugees, the homeless and victims of domestic abuse who are placed in temporary short-term 
accommodation, those travelling for medical care and travelling communities. 
 

3.23. AAT believes that exemptions should be the same across Scotland and local authorities 
should not have discretion to change them. This is because of the confusion and inequity that doing 
so can create. In Belgium, exemptions vary by City. For example, under 12’s are exempt in Antwerp 
whilst under 18s are exempt in Ghent. Notwithstanding the arguable inequity of such a situation, 
having differing exemptions adds unnecessary complexity and goes against the Scottish 
Government’s stated intention that its tax policy will provide certainty. Such variations also undermine 
consumer confidence in the tax because they may not always be confident that they are being 
charged the correct amount or being exempted when they should be.  

 
3.24. The Scottish Government also needs to consider that some exemptions may not be 

relevant/necessary/possible depending on what form the tax takes. For instance, a per person tax 
could exempt on age grounds but a percentage of accommodation tax would be very difficult and 
largely unnecessary given it would make no difference to the sum charged unless the room was 
solely inhabited by children (unlikely in most cases).  

 
3.25. The most important exemption consideration, not addressed within this consultation, is 

whether to exempt domestic visitors (Scottish residents, not UK residents). The consultation 
document makes a single reference to the possibility of “local residents (paying for overnight 
accommodation within the area in which they reside permanently)” being exempted, but nothing 
more. Given residents in one local authority area are not frequently likely to stay in hotels, or other 
commercial accommodation, within the immediate area in which they live, it may be more sensible to 
consider whether all Scottish residents should be exempt from a Scottish tourism tax.  

 
3.26. This would ensure domestic tourism is not discouraged, replicate what happens in many other 

countries and increase acceptability across the Scottish electorate. 
 
Collection 

 
3.27. The proposal that accommodation providers should be ultimately responsible for the 

collection and remittance to the appropriate local authority, even if the tax is collected by a third-party 
booking agent or platform, is not widely supported by AAT’s licensed accountants in Scotland.  
 

3.28. Instead, they believe that whoever receives the payment should ultimately be responsible for 
that tax payment and its remittance to the appropriate local authority, whether that is the 
accommodation provider, third party booking agent or online platform such as Airbnb. As anyone with 
even the most limited experience of third-party booking platforms knows, they are already well 
prepared for such administration and would be able to do this without much difficulty. Imposing the 
burden solely on the accommodation provider ignores the reality of 21st century booking operations 
and would also create an additional and unnecessary layer of bureaucracy.  

 
Frequency 

 
3.29. If accommodation providers were required to remit visitor levies after the overnight stays to 

which they relate (even if the payment was made well in advance) then AAT licensed accountants in 
Scotland were universally of the view that the tax collected should be required to be remitted to the 
levying local authority on a quarterly basis. 
 

3.30. This was primarily because it would fit neatly in with quarterly VAT reporting requirements 
under Making Tax Digital. 
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3.31. Several members also highlighted that annual returns increased the likelihood of the tax being 
utilised for businesses’ cash flow purposes and/or that with a year having passed the chance of the 
money having been spent elsewhere would increase and payment of a much larger annual bill could 
therefore become more challenging for some.  
 
List of providers 

 
3.32. The consultation document asks how a local authority choosing to apply a Scottish Tourism 

Tax can ensure it has a comprehensive list of all those providing overnight accommodation on a 
commercial basis in their local authority area.  
 

3.33. In relation to bed and breakfast and hotel accommodation, tourist camp sites and holiday 
homes etc. each local authority should already possess comprehensive information for business 
rates purposes. What will be more challenging is details of private accommodation being 
commercially let, for example by Airbnb. This is where such platforms must take responsibility. By 
ensuring they are responsible for the remittance of such tax payments instead of the accommodation 
provider (as proposed at 3.27-8 above) local authorities can be certain that they are receiving all 
owed monies.  

 
Enforcement & sanctions 

 
3.34. Local authorities should have the necessary powers to ensure compliance and prevent 

avoidance and evasion by accommodation providers – and third-party booking agents and platforms 
should the decision be taken to apply collection to these groups.  
 

3.35. In the first 12 months of a Scottish Tourism Tax being introduced, local authorities should be 
sympathetic to businesses who may have made genuine mistakes – a so called, “soft landing” as has 
been replicated in many other areas of new taxation, most recently regarding Making Tax Digital – 
would probably be appropriate. 

 
3.36. After this period, enforcement should move from education and guidance to deterrence and 

sanction.  
 

3.37. Penalty fines should be sufficiently high to help deter avoidance and to help recover 
enforcement costs. Such fines should also escalate considerably for repeat offences. 

 
3.38. Again, VAT offences serve as a useful example for consideration. Where careless errors take 

place, all the VAT owing must be paid back with a 30% additional penalty. Where the error is 
deliberate it must be repaid with an additional 70% penalty and where the error is deliberate and 
concealed, it must be paid back with an additional 100% penalty.  
 
Title 

 
3.39. AAT is pleased that the Scottish Government is seeking views as to whether the name ‘visitor 

levy’ is appropriate for the new powers proposed in the consultation document. 
 

3.40. AAT believes that referring to this as a “tourist tax” would be a more helpful, transparent and 
honest approach to taxation. It is also likely to be more widely understood if it was called what it is i.e. 
a Scottish Tourism Tax and thus provides greater certainty. 

 
3.41. Furthermore, utilising the word “tourism” makes a clear link between the tax and its purpose. 

This helps to increase consumer acceptance and given the debate about how these funds should be 
allocated, utilising the name “Tourism” in the title may also make it more difficult for politicians to 
appropriate receipts for non-tourism related activities. 
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Display 

 
3.42. VAT invoices must show; 

 
1) the total amount excluding VAT  
2) the total amount of VAT and  
3) the rate of VAT 
 

3.43. This would seem like a sensible starting point to inform pricing transparency for a Scottish 
Tourism Tax. 

 
3.44. In other words, the cost of the stay should be shown, excluding the Scottish Tourism Tax, the 

total amount of Tax should be shown and finally, the rate of the tax.   
 
Transitional arrangements 

 
3.45. By ensuring that accommodation providers are given at least one years notice of the 

introduction of any tourist tax, the incidences of accommodation being reserved and paid for in 
advance of a tourist tax coming into force will be greatly reduced. This is because few tourists book 
and pay for accommodation more than one year in advance.  
 

3.46. For any businesses that do fall foul of this, the accommodation provider or third-party platform 
will be liable for the tax so it will be up to them to best assess how to recover the funds. In most 
cases this will simply mean notifying the tourist at the earliest available opportunity. 
 

4. About AAT 
 
4.1. AAT is a professional accountancy body with approximately 140,000 members. 

 
4.2. AAT boasts 4,250 licensed accountants who provide accountancy and taxation services to over 

400,000 British businesses.  
 

4.3. AAT is a registered charity whose objectives are to advance public education and promote the study 
of the practice, theory and techniques of accountancy and the prevention of crime and promotion of 
the sound administration of the law. 

 
 

5. Further information 
 

5.1. If you have any queries, require any further information or would like to discuss any of the above 
points in more detail, please contact Phil Hall, AAT Head of Public Affairs & Public Policy: 
 

5.2. E-mail: phil.hall@aat.org.uk  Telephone: 07392 310264  Twitter: @PhilHallAAT 
 

5.3. Association of Accounting Technicians, 140 Aldersgate Street, London, EC1A 4HY   
 

 
 
 

                       
 
 
    
 
 

                                                                                                           


